
On the Mountain

NARRATOR:

When we first set eyes upon the monument - I don't hesitate to call it such – it was as though we'd 

been gripped by a collective blindness. Emerging from the verdant womb of the retreating forest 

which for months had been our home – for some a final resting place as well – we now blinked in 

the sunlight of the barren foothills and gasped in the cold thin air.

Talk after the trail had dwindled to cursory grunts, the occasional order barked by The Boss Man, 

brittle bridges built on sand, it seemed to me. But here, where the sky was blocked out by this mass 

of rock, all of a sudden we found our tongue and the valley momentarily hummed with an 

unexpected musicality.

The long, long breath that each of us had been holding in the darkness beneath the tree canopy was 

released then. Man, how we talked. We set up camp, and darkness again closed in. And with it a 

quite new quiet. The mountain loomed and framed our lives. And the silence that hung there was 

like an angry teenager kneeling with his neck in a noose.

Sleep here takes on a quite different rhythm. For minutes at a time you find your tent companion 

has actually stopped breathing. The silence is overwhelming and like the narrator of Poe's The Tell-

Tale Heart, it's as if you are very, very slowly putting your head around a door and staring into 

infinite darkness for a sign of life. The flicker of an eye reassures you. Here you yourself succumb 

to sleep, or what passes for sleep.

Time, you begin to understand, is a mere reflex of space, of the space you traverse. One foot, the 

other; left foot, right foot. March. March. March. After the first ten thousand paces time's purely 

physical aspect, its weight if you like, becomes a little clearer. After fifty, sixty thou, you've no need  

of a watch and your own heart's nothing more than this tiny voice – trilling like a sad, silly bird in 

the vastness of the forest. Peep, peep, peep. There you go, merry as you like, oblivious to the reality. 

Times of rest, almost always enforced, give off an hallucinatory vibe. And you get the feeling that 

time might be melting underfoot – way, way beneath you, where a sudden shift in mass might spell 

oblivion. The need to go on, even or especially when retreat is essential to the survival of all 

concerned, is inevitable, inexorable... the freight of anticipation far outweighing the light-hearted 

pleasures of what passes for normal life. That too becomes clear on the mountain where the snow 

out-stares the sun, and your quest for self-destruction seems laid before you – a map you've studied, 



memorised, its counters familiar, its landmarks quirkily idiosyncratic, their names and even 

identities passed down from Lord Knows Whom.

Now the terrain changed rapidly and it etched itself on our faces. Someone, I forget now (which 

strikes me as a truly terrible thing) succumbed to a fever and died in the night. We buried him under 

a heap of stones. No ceremonial to speak of, just some meaningless mumbo-jumbo on the part of 

The Boss Man and then, as we struck camp, an almost light-hearted discussion about his gambling 

debts as we moved ever upwards towards the vast, silent clouds.

But if getting to the mountain was hard work, it was nothing compared to what faced us when we at 

last entered the foothills. The Boss Man's Number Two had turned back after an argument broke out 

among the porters as to who should carry his trunks. He had been complaining about the heat

ever since we'd left port and I for one was not sorry to see him go. There were the usual platitudes 

and he promised to ensure that all letters were delivered post-haste on his return to what he quaintly

still called “civilisation.” The Boss Man made a show of bidding him a fond farewell and made him 

feel comfortable about quitting. The others mostly stared at their blisters or found work to do 

among the guy-ropes. Two porters, the lucky buggers, were given the job of retracing our steps and 

making sure Number Two made it safely home. Much later, when it was far far too late, it transpired

that all three of them had been swallowed by the jungle. All the ceremony of Number Two's 

departure, the awkward pauses, the muttered regrets, the unresolved resentment that hung over our 

party – all of it added up to nothing. And by then it was clear that none of us had more than a slim 

chance of surviving the ascent. Coming back down was not even mentioned.

On day fifteen, we established base camp. By now any residual city flab had long since been 

shrugged off: even the amateurs looked lean and wiry. There were petty quarrels pretty much all the 

time, as I recall, so when some real bruising broke out a little group of us gathered round and

one or two picked sides. A rock was grabbed, a head was smashed him and the sight of blood and of 

dribbles of puke made us all suddenly sober up. Whisky was poured, there were the usual jokes 

about The Boss Man's booze problems and everyone swiftly made up over the rest of the bottle. The

porters surveyed us all with contempt: only The Boss Man, who held the purse strings, and Young 

Will, who was pally with everyone, even after all that had happened, were remotely safe from the 

baleful effects of their collective evil eye.

Ginger nut biscuits snap. Yak bells toll. Mules stare into space. The parsimonious plane replaces the 

sad sycamore forest and in turn gives way to great gravel deserts that reach up into air as thin as it is 



cruel. The highest of the mountains exudes what we've all come to agree now is a fatal severity, 

singularly inauspicious and causing even the bravest or dumbest of us to tremble. Less a 

“prodigious white fang excrescent from the jaw of the world,” the mountain is a dagger that has 

pierced the earth's heart and protrudes still quivering with a final death rattle inaudible in our 

lifetime. The sense of danger now is powerfully erotic and the whole group is bound together by a 

kind of electrical charge. And we move on into the immeasurable distance. We walk right off the 

map, step crazily into the unknown, into the infinite fastnesses of the unhinged, unanchored 

imagination. Delirious, infatuated, we ease ourselves into the terrain, our clunky dance at odds with 

an inexpressible light-headedness.

Words now take on solid form and lodge in frost-bitten throats. A cough can kill you up here. We 

are the walking dead and in a few minutes will achieve the immortality which the eternal ice 

bestows upon the body. Never again shall we descend from the upper air. A spiritual glow 

accompanies the blue tinge of oxygen deprivation. Somewhere down below us, one of the team – 

unrecognisable at this distance and in this situation – cannot resist stripping off, unpeeling himself, 

discarding layer upon layer, till he stands naked and exulting in the wind. And the cold winds 

surround him, caress him, collude with his madness, stripping him down to red raw flesh and then 

to bones in a delirious dance of death.

One descends into memory, I think, or so I must suppose. Grows incoherent. So up here I who will 

never descend am now severed from all memory. The past has slipped out of my grasp for good, in 

a series of letters that will reach you long after I have disappeared; and which have so little to do 

with my present state that one might imagine I have already entered a new form of existence. You 

cannot join me, cannot reach me, and the sense of my solitude is now infinite. 

Now... Infinite... How can these exist in the same breath? This breath that appears as a cloud 

between me and the summit - I could describe its shape: a chaos of contours that form the outline of 

a map, its whorls at once a thumbprint and a labyrinth. A screen that obscures that which has no 

form, shape, colour, texture, dimension, existence - is itself a total nothing. I could describe its 

motion – slow for perhaps eight seconds, then moving fast for thirteen, slow again for twenty three, 

then dissolving into stasis. A pregnant entropy perhaps. Nothing remains.

“God send me saliva!”

ENDS


